
Education

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to Lifesaving Our Beach Environment

First Aid

• Know the way around the club and beach

• Develop an understanding of lifesaving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club as a welcoming place

• Identify the five beach safety tips using the F.L.A.G.S acronym

• Understand and demonstrate SunSmart practices

Play it Safe in the Water

Eat, Drink, Exercise

• Identify dangerous animals at the beach and basic first aid treatments
• Recognise the importance of hydration, nutrition and exercise as part of 

participating in Nippers

• Recognise the diverse human and marine communities that make up a 

beach ecosystem. Recognise the environmental impact they can have on 

the beach

• Identify dangers at the beach

• Identify the different safety signs on the beach and their meaning

• Recognise and understand the red and yellow flags

• Understand and describe when and how to dial ‘000’ in an emergency

• Demonstrate knowledge of signals

• Identify the types of waves

• Recognise the dangers swimmers can be exposed to with a changing tide

• Understand how Rips are formed, what they look like, and how to avoid 

them

Surf Aware Two
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Personal Safety Network

• Identify people in their own Personal Safety Network who they can ask for 

help



Surf Skills

Learning Outcomes

Surf Aware Two

Beach Sprints and Relay Wade

Beach Run

Board Race

Beach Flags

Run-Swim-Run

Surf Race

Aquacameron

• Attempt or perform standing start technique 

for beach sprints

• Attempt or perform basic running technique 

on sand

• Attempt or perform basic running technique 

on sand

• Attempt or perform diving for a flag

• Attempt or perform jump turn technique

• Attempt or perform beach flag start

• Enjoy participating in a Run-Swim-Run

• Attempt of perform wading in and out of the water 

• Enjoy participating in an Aquacameron

• Attempt or perform the wading technique

• Attempt or perform the dolphin diving 

technique

• Attempt or perform the body surfing 

technique

• Attempt or perform the start and finish

techniques of a surf race

• Attempt or perform rolling under a wave

• Attempt or perform buoy turn
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Nipper Education Resources
U9

Nippers

U9 Nipper Session Preparation

U9 Competition 
Skills Evaluation

U9 Preliminary 
Assessments

• 150m open water swim 

within 12 minutes 

(continuous freestyle)

• 25m swim                   

(any stroke)

• 1 minute survival float 

(on back)

Age requirements

Nippers must be 8 years old as at 

30 September to participate in the 

U9 age group.

Aquatic activity risk 
Assessment

A documented risk assessment 

must be carried out prior to a 

Nipper session and if conditions 

change.

Attendance

Sign each Nipper in and out of 

each session.

Equipment

Check equipment to make sure 

it’s safe for use.

Ensure equipment is washed 

down and put away in it’s correct 

place. Any damage should be 

reported.

Facilitate parent 
involvement 

Encourage parent involvement in 

each session.

Extreme heat and fire 
danger

Follow Emergency 

Management Victoria 

recommendations on extreme 

heat and fire danger. Adapt 

or cancel sessions as 

required.

High visibility vests

All Nippers must wear a high 

visibility lycra top for open 

water activities. 

Inclement weather

Observe weather conditions 

and adapt sessions 

accordingly.

Nipper session 
overview

Introduce yourself and 

explain what you will be doing 

for each session.

Set clear rules and 

boundaries, including 

expectations of Nippers 

parents and personnel. 

Safeguarding Children 
and Young People

Safeguarding Children and 

Young People behaviour 

guidelines must be 

demonstrated at all times. 

Identify who Nippers should 

go to if they feel unsafe.

Sun safety

All Nippers should 

demonstrate sun smart 

standards. Hats, sunscreen, 

water bottles, covered 

shoulders. Seek shade where 

appropriate. 

Water quality

Observe EPA water quality 

ratings. Adapt sessions 

accordingly to suit.

Water safety and age 
manager ratios

Enforce water safety ratios 

1:5. Water safety must hold 

appropriate qualifications. 

Patrol uniform or high vis 

orange must be worn. 

Utilise Age Manager ratios 

1:20. 
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Lesson 1:
Welcome to the Club (20 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Learning 
outcomes

• Know the way around their 

club and beach

• Develop an understanding 

of lifesaving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club 

as a welcoming place

• Identify the five beach 

safety tips using the 

F.L.A.G.S acronym

• Understanding and 

demonstrate SunSmart 

practices

• Lesson 1 - Ensure the club 

is available for a tour

Discussion (10 mins):

• Sit Nippers in a group

• Welcome them to the club

• Introduce them to the main 

people involved in running the 

junior program, or the club

• Briefly discuss the history of 

lifesaving and the history of 

your club – include interesting 

facts you might know

Activities:

1. Club tour (10 mins)

Take Nippers on a tour of the 

club and explain the areas as 

you go through

Make sure that you visit the 

following places:

• Bathroom/changerooms

• First Aid Room

• Gear Shed

• Point out where 

equipment is stored 

(Nipper boards) and 

where to wash equipment 

down etc.

Finish the tour by setting the 

boundaries for Nippers 

around the club house.



Age Manager tips Lesson 2:
F.L.A.G.S (20 mins)

Lesson 3:
Safety – SunSmart (15 mins)

• Invite parents to accompany 

you on the tour
Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers somewhere in the 

shade and revise and discuss the 

6 x S’s with emphasis on the 

beach environment .

• Slip – Slip on a shirt

• Slop – Slop on sunscreen

• Slap – Slap on a hat

• Seek – Seek shade or shelter

• Slide – Slide on sunglasses

• Sip – Sip water

Discuss the consequences of 

NOT being SunSmart. i.e. you get 

sunburnt, sunburn hurts and isn’t 

fun, it can cause cancer later in 

life.

Activities:

1. SunSmart demo (5 mins):

Call for a volunteer to help 

demonstrate being 

SunSmart. 

Ask Nippers how we can 

make the volunteer 

SunSmart? 

Have them dress accordingly.

Activities:

F.L.A.G.S walk (10 mins):

Take the Nippers on a beach 

walk and point out the five 

F.L.A.G.S tips along the way.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss the five beach safety tips 

with Nippers. Ask the Nippers 

what they think each beach safety 

tip means and discuss in detail.

(F) Find the red and yellow flag 

and swim between them (safest 

place to swim, patrolled by 

lifesavers)

(L) Look out for safety signs 

(alert you to important 

information)

(A) Ask a lifesaver for some good 

advice (if you are unsure of 

dangers and conditions ask a 

lifesaver)

(G) Get a parent to swim with you 

(ensure someone will be there to 

look out for you)

(S) Stick your hand up for help 

(this is the best way to attract 

attention)



Personal safety network

Lesson 4:
My high five (20 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Age Manager tips

• Identify people in their own 

Personal Safety Network 

that they can ask for help

• Paper/Pens/Pencils

• Whiteboard and markers OR 

Butchers paper and pens

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask Nippers to talk about what it 

feels like to be in an unsafe 

situation (i.e. have you felt scared 

in the water or in a shopping 

centre before) .

Discuss with Nippers the type of 

people that they can trust to keep 

them safe (i.e. family friends, 

police, aunties and 

uncles, teacher) .

Discuss the importance of 

creating personal safety networks 

and having people you can trust 

to ask for help. (you know the 

best people to talk to when you 

need help and you know these 

people will be able to help and 

keep you safe) .

Activity (10 mins):

Ask Nippers to trace their 

hand onto a piece of paper.

On each of the fingers they 

need to identify someone 

they can trust (Most will 

identify Mum & Dad etc)

Check what they are writing 

to ensure they are on the 

right track.

Discuss the types of people 

the Nippers have identified. 

• If you’re not confident 

discussing the personal safety 

topics in this lesson, identify 

and bring in someone who can 

help (Teachers, Club Committee 

member, Police Officer etc.)

Learning 
Outcomes
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Our beach environment

Lesson 5:
Humans on the coast cont.

Lesson 5:
Humans on the coast (25 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise the diverse 

human and marine 

communities that make up a 

beach ecosystem  and the 

environmental impact they 

can have on the beach

• Identify dangers at the 

beach

• Recognise a safety sign and 

understand what the 

symbols on it mean

• Lesson 5 – Prior to the 

lesson collect items 

from the beach. At least 3 x 

natural and 3 x man-made

• Lesson 5 - Plastic 

buckets/ice-cream 

containers. Enough for 1:3

Some items like kelp and pumice 

stone will break down and 

become part of the ecosystem .

• Discuss the man made items 

the Nippers have found:

What harm can these items inflict 

on marine animals? (i.e. plastic 

bags, plastic rings) .

What harm can these items inflict 

on beach goers? (sharp objects 

can cut feet) .

• Talk about where the items in 

the piles should go now:

Man made: either in the rubbish 

bin or in recycling .

Natural: back where they belong 

on the beach .

Take a few minutes for the 

Nippers to put the rubbish in the 

bins and the natural items back 

where they came from.

Discussion (10 mins):

Prior to the lesson collect a series 

of items from the beach (natural 

and man made).

Ask the Nippers to identify which 

items are natural and which are 

man made.

Discuss where the items came 

from and what happens to them 

as they move around in the water:

Shells – home to animals, begin 

to break down and become 

smoother, turn into sand.

Plastic – takes a very long time 

to break down, bottles 450 years, 

plastic bags 10 - 20 years and 

can be ingested by animals 

including turtles and dolphins.

Man made rubbish - in the bin or 

recycling, take everything with 

you when you leave the beach

Talk about where these items 

should go:

Natural - seaweed, shells, 

animals (stay at the beach)

Activities:

1. Beach sweep (15 mins):

Divide the Nippers into small 

groups and give each group a 

bucket/container. 

Have them collect 3 natural 

and 3 man made items from 

the beach

Safety tip: Warn the Nippers 

not to pick up any sharp 

objects, animals or jelly fish

After five minutes bring the 

Nippers back together again 

and sort the items into two 

piles – natural and man 

made.

• Discuss the natural items 

the Nippers have found:

Focus on obscure items (for 

fun)  and ask:

Is this the end of the item’s 

life?

Shells can become homes for 

crabs so we shouldn’t take 

them from the beach .

U9
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Our beach environment

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify dangers at the 

beach

• Recognise a safety sign and 

understand what the 

symbols on it mean

• Lesson 7 - Know where any 

beach signage is

Lesson 6:
Danger watch (25 mins)

Lesson 7:
Safety signage (15 mins)

Discussion (5 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group .

Ask the Nippers what kind of 

signs they may see at the 

beach? i.e. No swimming, rocks, 

beach signage, patrol signs etc.

Activities:

1. Read a safety sign (10 

mins):

Take the Nippers on a walk to 

the nearest safety sign 

located at your club.

Explain all information on the 

sign and how to go about 

reading safety signs at 

beaches. Point out the useful 

information that is on the sign 

and see if they know what the 

pictures mean.

There are three types of 

symbols on the signs:

• Red circle with a line 

crossed through it (shows 

you what can’t be done)

• Yellow diamond (warning 

of a danger)

• Blue Square (extra 

information on patrol 

locations, disabled access 

etc.)

Activities: 

1. Beach walk to identify 

dangers (15 mins):

Take the Nippers for a walk 

along the beach and ask:

Q. Can you point out any 

dangers? Why is it a 

danger? (point out any the 

Nippers miss)

Q. Can you point out any 

safety signage that is 

warning us of a danger?

A. Red and Yellow flags, rip 

sign, exposed rock sign, no 

swimming sign etc

Introduce the group to a 

lifesaver on patrol and ask 

the lifesaver to discuss some 

of the day’s dangers they 

have identified.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group, and 

discuss “what are dangers at the 

beach?”

Discuss any specific dangers on 

or around your beach (piers, 

areas where there are a lot of 

accidents, driveways etc.), plus 

ask the following questions:

Q. What kind of dangers can we 

find at the beach?

A. Rocks, reefs, rips, waves, 
snakes, glass etc

Q. What do lifesavers do to 

warn us or make us aware of 

dangers, and make the beach 

safe?

A. Put up safety signs, set-up 
patrol flags

Q. Are the dangers always the 

same at a beach?

A. No. It can change from day to 
day

Q. Where is the safest place on 

the beach to swim?

A. Between the flags

U9
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Play it safe in the water

Lesson 9:
Getting the right help (15 mins)

Lesson 8:
It’s all red and yellow (10 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise and understand 

the red and yellow flags

• Describe when and how to 

dial “000” in an emergency

• Lesson 8 - Have a red and 

yellow flag handy

• Lesson 9 - Whiteboard and 

markers or butchers paper 

and pens

Discussion (15 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a 

group and discuss the following 
questions:

Q. What is an emergency? 

Describe some different types 

of emergencies?

A. A sudden crisis (usually 

involving danger) that requires 

fast action, i.e. a person is badly 

injured, stopped breathing, fire 
etc..

Write ‘000’ on the whiteboard and 

explain to the Nippers the stages 

of reporting an emergency

• Explain the use of the ‘000’ 

number in an emergency

• It will connect you straight to 

emergency services i.e. fire, 

police, ambulance

• Explain the use of this number 

at the beach. Tell a Lifesaver 

before calling ‘000’.

• A lifesaver who will contact 

‘LSVCOMMS’, a special 

emergency number just for 

Lifesavers

If the adult with you is in need 

of emergency help and 

cannot call ‘000’ themselves, 

then you can call ‘000’

• Explain what happens 

when a ‘000’ call is made

1. The operator will ask you 

whether you need the 

police, fire or ambulance

2. You may be asked to 

provide details of where 

you’re calling from

3. The operator will connect 

you to the relevant 

emergency service

4. The emergency services 

operator may ask 

questions like:

5. Who you are?

6. Where you are?

7. Why you are calling?

8. What happened and 

what is being done?

9. It is very important to 

stay on the line (don’t 

hang up the phone or 

walk away)

Discussion (10 mins):

Using the red and yellow flag as a 

prop, discuss with the Nippers the 

role of the red and yellow flags.

• The flags represent the area 

patrolled by Lifesavers and 

Lifeguards and they mark the 

safest place to swim

If a patrol is operating, find a spot 

where you can see through the 

flagged area and start a 

discussion on what you can see.

• What dangers can be seen 

nearby? (i.e. rocks, rips, 

waves, surfers)

• Why are the flags where they 

are now? (i.e. it’s the safest 

place for swimmers)

• Where are the Lifesavers 

located? (i.e. centre of the 

flags)

• Is everyone swimming 

between the flags? Why/why 

not? (i.e. surfers should be 

outside the flags)
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Play it safe in the water

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

U9
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Lesson 10:
Signals (15 mins)

Lesson 11:
Waves (20 mins)

3. Surging wave(sloping face)

Found around rock ledges 

and steep beaches, don’t 

often break, but can knock 

you off your feet.

Ask the Nippers the following:

Q. What should you do 

when you get to the beach, 

and before you go into the 

water?

A. Watch the water, observe 

the waves, and make sure 

the conditions suit your 

ability.

Q. How can the tides and 

winds effect waves?

A. Tides can create other 

dangers. They can expose 

rocks and sand banks. With 

low tide waves may break on 

a shallow sandbank

Activities:

1. Identify the wave walk 

(10 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify 

different wave types. 

Activities:

1. Circle signals (5 mins):

After the discussion, have the 

Nippers stand in a large circle 

facing outwards and call out 

signals. 

The aim to guess the correct 

signal – emphasise that it 

doesn't matter if you make a 

mistake when you're 

learning!

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss why we use signals to 

communicate.

Demonstrate a few signals:

• Return to Shore – arm straight 

up

• Proceed further out to sea –

two arms straight up

• Go left – left arm raised 

horizontally

• Go right –right arm raised 

horizontally

• Remain stationary – both arms 

raised horizontally

.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what a wave is. 

Explain that a wave is formed by 

the wind and is controlled by how 

fast the wind blows, how long it 

blows for and the distance across 

the ocean the wind acts over.

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Are there any waves at your 

beach?

Q. Are all waves the same?

A. No...discuss the three different 

types of waves .

Q. What are the three different 

types of waves?

A. 1. Plunging wave (curling face)

Very strong, breaks in shallow 

water, can push you to bottom, is 

dangerous and can cause spinal 

injuries.

2. Spilling wave (sloping face)

Best waves to play in, wave 

crumbles, a gentle wave suitable 

for learning .

• Demonstrate knowledge of 

signals

• Identify the types of waves 

• Recognise the dangers 

swimmers can be exposed 

to with a changing tide

• Understand how rips are 

formed, what they look like 

and how to avoid them

• Lesson 10 - Have a card or 

chart with signals on it or be 

prepared to demonstrate 

signals

• Lesson 12 - Have a rip 

poster



Age Manager Tips
Lesson 12:
Rips (20 mins)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and ask 

them what they know about rips. 

Ask the Nippers if they've ever 

seen a rip poster. Is there one in 

the clubhouse?

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Can anyone tell me 

what a rip is?

A. Water flowing out to 

sea, forming a strong current.

Q. How do you spot a rip?

A. Deep, dark water that has sand 

and foam on the surface.

Q. What should you do if you 

get caught in a rip?

A. Stay calm, float and raise your 

arm for help.

Q. What is the best way to 

avoid a rip?

A. Swim between the flags.

Activities:

1. Rip walk (10 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify any 

rips. If there aren't any that 

day you can point out where 

there is sometimes/often a 

rip. 

2. Rip poster (5 mins):

If your beach doesn't have 

any rips you can use the rip 

poster. Have the Nippers 

volunteer to point out rips in 

the photos on the chart.

• When discussing dangers, 

pick ones that relate to 

your beach

• Make up scenarios that 

relate to your beach where 

possible



First Aid

Lesson 13:
Dangerous animals (10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

• Identify dangerous animals 

on the beach and basic first 

aid treatments

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit in a circle and ask the Nippers 

to name some dangerous animals 

they might find at the beach (blue-

ringed octopus, snakes, jellyfish, 

sharks, crabs ).

Q. Does anyone know some 

basic first aid for if you get in 

to trouble with one of these?

1. Blue-ringed octopus

Blue rings are not always visible, 

are often pale brown/yellow with 

rings appearing when threatened, 

don’t touch as they are very 

poisonous. Call a Lifesaver or an 

ambulance ‘000’ immediately if 

contact occurs. 

2.   Jellyfish

Tentacles will sting you, wash 

with warm water to stop pain, ice 

if blisters appear later.

3. Crabs

Not dangerous but if you try to 

pick them up they can grab you 

with their claw, if you get bitten 

apply ice.

4. Snakes 

Found in the dunes, on tracks 

or near rocks behind the 

beach, poisonous, don’t 

touch or go near them. 

Unless you are still near the 

snake, do not move the 

patient, apply a 

pressure bandage and call a 

Lifesaver or an ambulance 

‘000’.
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Eat, drink, exercise

Lesson 15:
Keeping fit (10 mins)

Lesson 14:
Healthy eating (10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

• Recognise the importance 

of hydration, nutrition and 

exercise as part of 

participating in the Nipper 

Program 

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss how they can stay 

healthy.

• Healthy eating (lesson 14)

• Drinking lots of water

• Staying active (sports, 

running, swimming, playing 

outside, less TV)

• Getting enough sleep at night

• Warm ups and stretching (like 

we do on all of our Nipper 

sessions)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask the group:

Q. What are some healthy 

foods you should eat/drink 

daily

A. Fruit and vegetables, chicken 

and fish, rice and grains, dairy 

and lots of water.

Q, What are some unhealthy 

foods you shouldn’t have 

daily?

A. Lollies, chips, chocolate, soft 

drink.

Q. Why should we eat healthy 

food instead of unhealthy food

A. Because we get more nutrients 

from healthy food. We feel better 

because our bodies work better 

and we have more energy for 

sport .

Q. Why do you think it is 

important to drink water

A. To stay hydrated.

Q. Why drink water and not 

soft drinks and sports 

drinks?

A. Water doesn't contain 

extra sugar or salt.

Q. When should you drink 

water when participating 

in Nippers?

A. Before Nippers, between 

activities and after Nippers.
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Introduction Instructions Course Layout

Beach sprints
U9

Beach sprints is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

improve their running 

technique, speed and 

fitness on soft sand. 

Being able to sprint 

efficiently over a short 

distance on sand is 

essential if you are trying 
to help someone.

Activity 1 –
Beach sprint technique 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Line Nippers up on the grass 

or hard surface

• Position yourself 20m in front 

of them

• Ask Nippers to walk towards 

you lifting your legs high and 

swinging arms high

• Point out any incorrect 

technique and have them 

repeat going back the other 

way

• Repeat the exercise, but this 

time a bit faster

• Repeat again, but this time 

running fast with a focus on 

leaning slightly forward and 

looking relaxed (may need to 

go out to 30m)

Activity 2 –
Beach sprints            
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a sprint track 

• Choose one or more 

technique/s to explain and 

demonstrate for the 

session:

• Standing Start

• Running 

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to 

practice the technique and 

provide assistance as 

required

• Once they have the basic 

technique right, complete 

the beach sprints

• Explain the course

• Mix up the activity by 

having Nippers run the 

races doing different 

things e.g. skipping, 

crawling, sidestepping, 

running backwards, crab 

crawling

Nippers

Course LayoutCourse Layout



Standing Start

• Place one foot on the line and 

the other foot behind it

• Dig the toes of the front foot into 

the sand for a better grip

• Place the opposite arm forward 

to the leg that is in the front 

position

• Knees slightly bent

• On ‘go’ drive forward off the 

front foot

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and 

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on 

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward and 

relax arms, body, shoulders and 

head

Finish

• Drive through to the finish 

line, don’t stop on the line

• Hold form until the finish line

• Lean forward (not too far) 

and thrust chest in a lunge  

over the last 2 - 3m 

propelling the body forward 

when close to the finish

• Keep eyes on the finish line 

and swing arms

Beach Relay Baton 
Changes

• Runner holds the base of 

baton out in front 

• Receiver forms a V with 

thumbs and fingers to 

changeover (both hands) 

• Baton must be exchanged 

behind the start line 

• As the incoming runner is 5m 

away from the start line, 

awaiting runner should start 

jogging forward to exchange 

the baton 

• Once baton is  exchanged 

pump arms and legs to 

increase speed

Q. What should you do 

towards the end of the 

sprint race?

A. Maintain good technique, 

don’t drop head 

approaching  the line, 

remain upright and run 

through the finish line.

Q. Why should you stay 

upright and hold your 

form through the finish?

A. Dropping your head will 

cause you to lose technique  

and slow down.

Q. Why do we need to 

ensure we hold the baton 

at the base?

A. To ensure a smooth 

transition.

Q. Why should the 

receiver form a V with 

their thumbs and fingers?

A. Easier to receive baton

Q. Why is it important that 

the receiving runner 

keeps their  eye on the 

baton?

A. So they don’t drop or 

fumble the transition

Activity 3 – Beach Relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, relay 

batons

• Set up a  running track 

• Explain and demonstrate the 

baton change over 

technique

• Give Nippers time to practice 

the technique and provide 

assistance as required

• Break Nippers up into teams 

of four and spread them out 

across the start line

• Send half of each team 

down each end of the track

• Use correct starter’s 

commands: ‘competitors 

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Mix up the activity by having 

Nippers run the relay doing 

different things e.g. skipping, 

crawling, sidestepping, 

jumping

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips



Introduction Instructions Course Layout

Beach run Nippers

Beach Run is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

and improve their sand 

running and physical 

strength and endurance. 

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

endurance to cover vast 

distances on sand if they 

are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Beach run (15 
mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a marker approximately 

250m down the beach which 

Nippers can run around

• Explain the course

• Have Nippers running up on 

soft sand

• This race can be run with the 

whole group at one time 
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Q. What should you remember 

with competing in a longer race 

(500m run)? 

A. Pace yourself, have a strong 

start, settle into a solid pace 

(middle) and on the last half lap 

push hard to the finish line.

For a long run it’s important to 

pace yourself. Ensure that you 

are sufficiently warmed up and 

have stretched prior to completing 

the course.

Encourage parents join in the run.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Age Manager Tips

Running
• Point feet straight 

ahead and place them 

in a straight line

• Bend elbows at 90 

degrees

• Hold hands slightly 

clenched

• Swing hand to eye level 

on forward swing

• Lean body slightly 

forward and relax arms, 

body, shoulders and 

head
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Beach flags Nippers

Activity 1 – Beach flags 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Beach flags, 

markers

• Set up a beach flags area 

• Place flags on the finish line (1 

less than number of Nippers 

each time)

• Choose one or more of the 

following techniques to explain 

and demonstrate for the 

session:

• Starting position

• Turning

• Jump turns

• Diving for the flag

• Give Nippers time to practice 

the technique/s and provide 

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic 

techniques right, complete 

beach flags

• Explain the activity

• Use correct starters 

commands: ‘competitors 

ready’ ‘heads down’ ‘go’ 

or whistle

• Nippers will get up, turn 

around and run to collect 

a flag

• If a Nipper doesn’t get a 

flag, they are knocked out

• Nippers knocked out can 

help by calling the start 

and placing flags for 

remaining Nippers

Beach flags is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

their speed and reflexes 

on sand.

Being able to react 

quickly in different 

situations in a beach 

environment is essential 

if you are trying to help 
someone.
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Starting Position

• Nippers lay down facing away 

from the arena

• Feet together on the start line

• Wrists together and elbows 

extended

• Nippers place their chin on 

hands and on whistle, push up 

and turn

Turning

• On ‘go’ keep turning foot on 

straight line

• Keep head and shoulders low 

throughout turn

• Push backwards and upwards 

towards the flag

• Use vigorous arm and leg 

action

Jump Turns

• Push off with arms like a 

fast push-up

• Jump up fast in the air 

and start turning the body 

around to the finish line

• Try and keep the hands 

as close to the line as 

possible and on whistle, 

push up and turn

Diving for the Flag

• Don’t dive too far out from 

the flag

• Dive for a flag with both 

arms outstretched and 

hands in a V-shape

• Keep your eyes on the 

flag

• Grasp firmly and bring to 

your body

• If a flag is missed, 

immediately look around 

to see if there is another 

one free

Q.  Why is it important to stay 

low through the turn?

A. Wastes time standing upright, 

you need to stay relatively low to 

get the flag.

Q. Why is it important to 

remember to dive with both 

arms?

A. It helps protect your shoulder, 

you are more likely to get injured 

diving with one arm, also better to 

grab the flag with two hands so 

no one can take it from you.

The first few times you run 

through Beach Flags you should 

have enough flags for each 

Nipper. Only start eliminating 

Nippers after you’ve taught this 

activity a few times.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Age Manager Tips
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Wading Nippers

Wading is a technique 

which Lifesavers use to 

move efficiently through 

the water. 

This technique enables 

Lifesavers to get their 

legs up and over the 

water, using less energy 

to make their way out 

through shallow sections 

of the water.

Making your way out 

much faster, whilst using 

less energy, is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Wade race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a wade race course 

• Explain and demonstrate the 

wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the 

technique on the sand and 

provide assistance as 

required

• Once they have the basic 

technique right, complete a 

wade race

• Break Nippers into smaller 

groups if necessary 

• Explain the course

• Nippers are to wade out 

around two points (knee 

deep)

• Use correct starters 

commands: ‘competitors 

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Finish on the beach between 

the flags/cones

Activity 2 – Run-Wade-
Run (20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a small run (25m) -

wade (25m) - run (25m) 

course using markers and 

points in the water (knee 

deep)

• Explain and demonstrate the 

wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the 

technique on the sand and 

provide assistance as 

required

• Once they have the basic 

technique right, complete a 

run – wade - run

• Explain the course

• Break Nippers up into 

groups so you have a 

manageable group in the 

water

• Start Nippers at one end of 

the beach, have them run 

around a cone and then into 

the water

• They must then wade 

around the two points in the 

water and then run back 

along the beach
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Q. Why do you need to lift 

your knees high?

A. To help you move 

through the water.

Wading

• Clear your knee from the 

water at the side so your thigh 

is horizontal  to the water

• Swing your leg around to the 

front keeping your thigh 

horizontal  to the water

• When your leg comes  around 

the front, throw  your foot out 

and place it  onto the sand 

ready for  the other leg to 

repeat

• Arms should be bent at 

around 90 degrees at the 

elbow  and swing around 

horizontal to the water in a 

circular  motion with legs

Wade Race Start

• Check water entry and exit for 

best conditions and potential 

hazards

• Toes on the line, preferred 

foot forward. With a slightly 

bent knee

Wade Relay Changeover

• Nippers to tag their team 

member on the back

Activity 3 – Wade relay 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a wade race course 

• Explain and demonstrate the 

course, wading technique and 

changeover

• Break Nippers up into teams 

of four

• Have Nippers wait for the 

changeover 5m behind the 

start line

• Nippers wade around two 

points in the water (knee 

deep) then finish between the 

flags/cones

• Nippers to run back to the 

start line and tag team 

member

• Use correct starters 

commands: ‘competitors 

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

Course layout

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Surf race Nippers

Activity 1 – Body surfing 
(20 mins) 

• Explain and demonstrate the 

body surfing technique

• Take Nippers out to waist 

deep water

• Line up Nippers facing the 

beach

• Ask Nippers to get into their 

‘stiff as a board’ position

• When you see a wave is 

about to reach the Nippers, 

get them to bend over and 

push off with the wave

• If there is no surf you can still 

practice the technique, on 

your call of ‘wave’ have them 

push forward and kick hard, 

demonstrating correct 

positioning

• Provide assistance as 

required

• Repeat till they get the idea 

and can do it themselves

Activity 2 – Surf race (20 
mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys 

• Set up a swim course

• Choose one or more of the 

following techniques to explain 

and demonstrate:

• Planning the race

• Start

• Wading

• Dolphin diving

• Stroke

• Bodysurfing

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to practice 

the technique and provide 

assistance as required

• Once  competent, complete a 

surf race

• Break Nippers up into smaller 

groups if necessary

• Use correct starters commands: 

‘competitors ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or 

whistle

• On ‘go’ Nippers run in to the 

water, swim around two points 

and back into the beach to finish 

between the flags

A Surf Race is an activity 

Lifesavers use to develop 

and practice their skills to 

negotiating different 

water conditions.

Lifesavers learn new 

skills in calm conditions 

and then attempt to 

practice in more 

challenging conditions. 

Using prevailing 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents and wave 

conditions to your 

advantage is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Planning the Race

• Take note of water depth and 

any potholes etc. 

• Wade for as long as you can 

until waist depth 

• Watch the water to take note 

of any rips, currents, water 

movement, test this out in a 

warm up or by watching 

previous races 

• Check both the entry and exit 

• At waist depth dolphin until it 

is deep enough to swim 

• Dive deep under large waves 

(hands above head) 

• If you can reach the bottom 

grab hold with hands 

• Wait until the wave has 

passed before resurfacing 

• Keep landmark in focus 

• Swim until your hand touches 

the sand, don’t try to stand up 

too early (wade and dolphin 

where you can) 

• Run hard across the finish line

Start 

• Take note of water depth and 

any potholes etc. 

• Place preferred leg forward 

with toes on the start line and 

dig toes into sand 

• Place other leg back to enable 

stability 

• Run hard into the water on 

‘go’ 

Wading

• Clear the knee from the 

water at the side so the 

thigh is horizontal to the 

water

• Swing the leg around to 

the front keeping the thigh 

horizontal to the water

• When the leg comes 

around the front throw the 

foot out and place onto 

the sand ready for the 

other leg to repeat

• Swing arms in time with 

legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with 

arms together and 

outstretched

• Angle dive 45 degrees 

towards the bottom and 

dig hands into the sand to 

prevent being dragged 

backwards by the wave

• Bring feet forward to 

where hands are and 

spring off at 45 degrees 

towards surface with arms 

outstretched ready 

to repeat the dolphin 

dive

Stroke

• Keep body flat in the 

water

• Strong freestyle arms, 

reaching forward and 

pulling down along your 

body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few 

strokes to look for 

finishing point

Body surfing

• Keep your body stiff with 

hands out in front 

(above head)

• Keep head down between 

arms

• Strong fast kick

• To breathe take a single 

arm stroke with one hand 

out in front and breathe to 

side

Finish 

• Keep landmark in focus

• Swim until your hand 

touches the sand, don’t try 

to stand up too early 

(wade and dolphin where 

you can) 

• Run hard across finish 

line

Q. Why is it important to look 

forward every few strokes?

A. Make sure you are swimming 

straight and are on course  with 

the buoys and finishing flag

Q. Why should you check the 

water before you run in?

A. To look for any potholes, 

troughs, or dangers.

Q. Why is it important to keep 

your hands above your head at 

all times?

A. To protect your neck in case 

you hit the sandbank or another 

swimmer.

Q. Why should you lift your 

head as little as possible 

when body surfing?

A. Lifting your head can  

change the position of your  

body and cause you to drop  

off the back of the wav e

Q.  Why is it helpful to hold 

the sand when diving 

under?

A. Can stop you being 

washed back by the waves

Have the Nippers bring their 

goggles to each session and 

leave them with their water 

bottles in a tub for easy access.

Ensure Nippers are comfortable 

swimming the distance. 

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Age Manager Tips
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Boards Nippers

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards, 

buoys

• Set up a board race course 

• Choose one or more of the 

following techniques to explain 

and demonstrate:

• Start

• Bunny Hopping

• Positioning and 

Paddling

• Wave Catching

• Paddling a broken 

wave

• Popping

• Dismount

• Have Nippers practice skills 

and provide advice and 

assistance as required 

• Once they have the basic 

technique right, break Nippers 

into groups 

• Have them paddle out around 

two points and return to shore

Activity 2 – Board relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards, 

buoys

• Set up a board race course 

• Explain and demonstrate 

some board skills

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes 

to practice and provide 

assistance as required

• Break Nippers into groups of 

three

• Explain the course

• Each paddler starts on the 

line and paddles out around 

two points

• When they reach the 

shoreline, the paddler will 

drop the board, run around 

two points and tag the next 

paddler waiting on the start 

line  

• Each person in the team 

must help out by collecting 

their team mates boards, 

e.g. last paddler grabs first 

paddlers board

• Last paddler runs between 

the finishing flags
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Start

• Check the water for entry and exit 

areas for the best conditions and 

potential hazards

• Identify a landmark for finishing

• Toes on the line, preferred foot 

forward and slightly bent knee

• Extend back foot to comfortable 

position in a starting block

• Eyes looking forward for a clear 

water entry

• Board facing the correct way

• Board held in preferred hand

• Board facing 90 degrees to the start 

line

• If windy, face the board position into 

the wind

Bunny Hopping

• Hold the rails of the board with a 

hand on each side, thumbs on 

board deck and inside hand slightly 

forward of other hand

• Hand/arms to be slightly in front of 

the body

• Have feet staggered with the 

outside leg in front

• Push forward by extending arms 

and driving forward with the legs in 

a bounding motion

• Both feet should leave and enter the 

water at the same time

• The board should take the weight of 

the body as the legs leave the water

Board Positioning and 

Paddling

• Position yourself in the center of the 

board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave, kick 

hard with your legs or push off the 

sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the 

board to avoid nose diving, too far 

back and you will miss the wave

Wave Catching

• Look behind to note where the 

waves are

• Increase board speed as 

swell/wave approaches

• When on the wave paddle for at 

least two more strokes

• Once on the wave slide back on the 

board

• Keep your feet apart for balance 

and steering

• If the wave starts to die off slide 

forward on the board again

Paddling through a Broken 

Wave

• Approach wave head on and 

increase paddling speed

• Arch back before the broken wave 

reaches the nose of board

• Reach out and take a stroke over 

the broken wave with one arm

• Resume normal paddling technique

Popping

• As the wave come towards 

you, go to sitting 

position towards the back of 

the board with legs over the 

side and hold the handles

• Lean back and pull on the 

handles to raise the nose of 

the board

• As the foam hits, lean forward 

holding the board by one side 

handle and with the other arm 

outstretched, and push the 

front of the board down

• Start a stroke with the one arm 

and start paddling as soon as 

possible

Dismount

• Stay on the board till knee 

deep water or when your 

hand can just touch the sand 

to indicate shallow depth

• Keep eyes on strap/handle

• Grab the front handle

• Stand and run to the finish, 

dragging the board

• Finish on your feet in control 

of the board

• Remember finish is judged on 

chest, not the board crossing 

the line

Board Relay Changeover

• Make sure you tag each other 

on the back

Q. When should you bunny 

hop?

A. Along a sand bank that is too 

deep to run at top speed and too 

shallow to paddle.

Q. Why should you turn your 

board into the wind?

A. Less surface area for the wind 

to catch so the board will be 

blown around less and easier to 

run with.

Q. Why is it important to 

slide back on the board?

A. To stop you from nose 

diving.

Q. Why do you position in 

the centre of the board?

A. Helps keep you balanced, 

stops the nose from sinking.

Q. Why should you never let 

go of the board?

A. If you get into trouble the 

board can keep you afloat?

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Run - Swim - Run Nippers

Activity 1 – Run-swim-run 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys 

• Set up a run – swim - run 

course (knee to waist deep 

water)

• Explain and demonstrate the 

following techniques:

• Wading

• Dolphin Diving 

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes to 

practice and provide advice 

and assistance as required

• Once  they have the basic 

technique right, complete a 

run – swim - run

• Explain the course

• Start Nippers at one end of the 

beach; have them run along 

the beach (around the flags) 

then into the water

• They must then swim around 

two points in the water then 

run back around the flags 

• Break Nippers up into groups 

if needed so you have a 

manageable group in the 

water

Run - Swim - Run is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

practice and improve 

their combined beach 

running and swimming 

techniques.

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

fitness to be able to 

transition from the beach 

to the water efficiently if 

they are trying to help 
someone.
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Stroke

• Keep body flat in the water

• Strong freestyle arms, 

reaching forward and pulling 

down along your body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few 

strokes to look for the turning 

can/finishing flags

Wading

• Wading 

• Clear the knee from the water 

at the side so the thigh is 

horizontal to the water 

• Swing the leg around to the 

front keeping the thigh 

horizontal to the water 

• When the leg comes around 

the front throw the foot out and 

place onto the sand ready for 

the other leg to repeat 

• Swing arms in time with legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms 

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees 

towards the bottom and dig 

hands into the sand to prevent 

being dragged backwards by 

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where 

hands are and spring off at 45 

degrees towards surface with 

arms outstretched ready to 

repeat the dolphin dive

Q. Why is wading and 

dolphining good in a run –

swim - run?

A. Helps you move faster and 

easier through the water.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Aquacameron Nippers

Aquacameron is a multi –

discipline activity 

Lifesavers use to improve 

their teamwork and the 

lifesaving skills of 

wading, board, running 

and swimming. 

Each team member will 

complete in a particular 

discipline as a part of the 

activity.  

It is essential that 

Lifesavers can recognise 

and know the strengths 

of their team members, 

so they can identify who 

would be best to help 
someone. 

Activity 1 – Aquacameron 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys. 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a course -using two 

points in the water and cones  

or flags on the beach- in knee 

to waist deep water

• Format for the relay is wade, 

swim, board, a run leg 

between each water leg

• Break Nippers into teams of 

four (1 runner, 1 wader,1 

swimmer, 1 boarder)

• Explain and demonstrate how 

the race works and the 

tagging technique

• Wader starts at the start line, 

wades around the two points 

and back into shore, where 

they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach, 

around the turning flags and 

tags the swimmer at 

start/changeover line

• Swimmer starts on the start 

line, swims around the two 

points and back into shore, 

where they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach, 

around the turning flags and 

tags the paddler at 

start/changeover line

• Board paddler proceeds 

around the two points then 

returns to the beach tagging 

the runner at the water’s 

edge

• The runner proceeds up the 

beach around the turning 

flag and through the finish 

flags

• Repeat if time permits and 

have Nippers switch the legs 

so each Nipper has turns on 

an alternate leg.
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Q. Why is tagging important in 

competition?

A. Needs to be seen by officials, 

must be on the back  and above 

the water line so it is easy to 

see.

If tagging  is incorrect you may 

be disqualified from racing.

Ask for swimmer and board 

paddler volunteers first so the 

more confident Nippers can take 

the harder legs.

Swimming technique

• Glide – keep the body straight

• Keep head down, hips up

• Kick hard with feet

• Catch – Reach out in front 

with arms

• Pull – trace the lines of your 

body

Board positioning and 
paddling

• Position yourself in the centre 

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave, 

kick hard with your legs or 

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the 

board to avoid nose diving, too 

far back and you will miss the 

wave

Tagging

• Make sure you tag each other 

on the back so it’s easy to 

see. Don’t tag each others 

hands
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